
SPECTACULAR FINCA CORTESIN APARTMENTS FOR
SALE WITH PANORAMIC SEA VIEWS AND INTERIORS

BY MISSONI
 Casares

REF# BEMD2176 €1,345,000

BEDS

3

BATHS

3

BUILT

217.0 m²

Buyers looking for an elevated lifestyle in an uber-desirable location will find everything they need and more
in these spectacular Finca Cortesin apartments with panoramic sea views with interiors by the distinguished
Missoni.

This exclusive gated community offers 2-, 3- and 4-bedroom residences featuring exceptional interiors and
amenities and breathtaking views. Everything in these apartments is about creating a sense of space and
light and each element has been thoughtfully selected to enhance the overall sophistication and functionality
of these luxurious homes. The seamless flow between indoor and outdoor spaces also invites residents to
embrace the strong connection to the surrounding landscape, as all interior and exterior spaces have direct
breathtaking views of the entire Costa del Sol coastline and surrounding areas.
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The apartments feature large open living spaces and kitchens equipped with top of the range appliances,
creating a sense of magnificence, and the detailed finishes in these sleek, spacious and sophisticated
homes embrace the hallmarks of a modern and eco-minimalist design tailored for today’s lifestyle desires,
with the use of warm earthy tones and natural materials.

The stylish contemporary interiors, floor-to-ceiling glass windows, and private terraces in every residence
are complemented by a wealth of modern conveniences in these Finca Cortesin apartments. However, the
true essence of the sumptuousness lies in the lifestyle experience. The exclusive residential complex boasts
a wellness centre that includes a stunning infinity pool, state-of-the-art fitness centre, tennis court and
outdoor areas providing unparalleled access to sunshine, fresh air or simple quietude, in addition to
dedicated areas for children.

Residents can access the upscale amenities of the exclusive Finca Cortesin golf and spa resort, which
includes four pools, tennis facilities, a beach club and a Michelin Star restaurant, as well as an 18-hole
championship golf course, known as one of the finest in Europe. The absolutely stunning design of these
luxury apartments combined with clever lifestyle-focused features and an enviable location, will impress the
most discerning buyers. Finca Cortesin is just five minutes away from spectacular beaches, twenty minutes
to the chic and glamorous town of Marbella and the luxurious coastal town of Sotogrande. Gibraltar and
Malaga airports can both be reached within the hour, adding to the sense of convenience.

These luxury apartments provide an exceptional living experience that captures the essence of the
Mediterranean lifestyle and offers a wealth of options to cater to residents’ recreational and wellness needs
for full-time living or a sensational holiday home in an extraordinary location.
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